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CAVOK Flies High By Expanding Services To Airlines
KELLER, TEXAS / BOULDER, COLO (June 22, 2005) – Boosting its services to airlines,
CAVOK Group, a privately-held global aviation firm that provides operational support
to commercial air carriers, announced today that it is acquiring Wyndemere
Incorporated’s Flight Operations Quality Assurance (FOQA) program. CAVOK expects
to complete the acquisition within four to six months.
Wyndemere, an aerospace consulting firm, will assist CAVOK with the transition.
Along with the main program, CAVOK will acquire Wyndemere’s FOQA technology
and Wyndemere’s existing FOQA clients.
The acquisition will further diversify operational support services that CAVOK offers
to commercial air carriers. To date, most of the company’s support has focused on
providing custom maintenance solutions and certification support services to air
carriers.
“We’re very pleased to be able to offer FOQA services to the industry. These
knowledge bases provide air carriers with valuable safety information for flight and
maintenance operations. FOQA complements our core services, and Wyndemere has
developed an excellent tool that will allow us to provide these services at economical
rates,” said Jim Sturgis, President of CAVOK.
A FOQA program provides information to airlines that allows them to better
understand all aspects of flight operations. FOQA programs use data recorded inflight so that, through detailed analyses, an airline can evaluate the quality of its
flight training programs, Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), maintenance
troubleshooting, and quantifiable risk.
CAVOK will establish a new business unit which will be headed by Managing Director
Bob Schmidt. According to Schmidt, CAVOK will continue to develop the FOQA
software and will offer its FOQA program independent of other CAVOK services and
products. Individual air carriers will perform their own analyses with technological
support from CAVOK.
"The sale of our FOQA program represents a major milestone in the evolution of this
service offering," said Susan Nedell, President of Wyndemere. "CAVOK’s resources
will greatly expand the reach and impact of the program's benefits across the range
of operational departments at air carriers. Combining CAVOK's current solutions and
domain expertise with Wyndemere's highly efficient flight data processing platform
will give airlines cost-effective and operations-enhancing information second to
none."
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Texas-based CAVOK Group designs, develops, and deploys custom maintenance and
engineering solutions through its airframe Custom Inspection Programs and
Reliability Engineering. CAVOK also offers certification support services for new
entrant and transitioning air carriers. CAVOK solutions focus on managing overall
costs of aircraft operation for its clients while fostering long-term relationships within
the aviation community. http://www.CAVOKGroup.com
Wyndemere Incorporated specializes in aviation operational engineering, including
adaptation and analysis of automated air traffic control systems, unmanned aerial
vehicle development, and aviation software programming. Wyndemere is based in
Boulder, Colorado, and has acted as consultants to the Federal Aviation
Administration, NASA Ames Research, and MIT. http://wynde.com
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